How do I get started with Combat Patrol ™: WWII?
You have three options:

1

Purchase a starter set
from Sally 4th, which
contains the full rule
book, two Action Decks,
and an Activation Deck.
This is enough for a twoto four-player game.

2

3

Purchase a single
Action Deck.
Download the
introductory rules from
Sally 4th,
DriveThruCards, or the
Combat Patrol™ Web
page. You can also
purchase an Activation
Deck from Sally 4th or
use a regular poker
deck to try the rules.

Purchase a full set of cards
from Sally 4th or
DriveThruCards. There are
two sets from which to
choose. Each set contains
four Action Decks and an
Activation Deck, sufficient for
4- to 8-player games. The
only difference between the
sets is the color of the card
backs to help players keep
their decks separate during
play.

Wow, I love this system! How do I get more?
You have four options:

1

2

Purchase a full set of cards from Sally 4th or
DriveThruCards. There are two sets from which to
choose. Each set contains four Action Decks and
an Activation Deck. The only difference between
the sets is the color of the card backs to help
players keep their decks separate during play.

Purchase additional
single Action Decks
from Sally 4th.
Contact Sally 4th to
coordinate deck
color.

3
4

Purchase a printed full
rule book from Sally 4th
.
Purchase a PDF
download of the full
rule book from
DriveThruCards.

Sally 4th also has on offer an extensive line of Combat Patrol™ accessories, such as preprinted unit cards and status markers at http://wargamesbuildings.co.uk/Combat-Patrol

Additional Combat Patrol™ Resources:
There are extensive resources on the rules’ Web page:
http://www.bucksurdu.com/Buck_Surdu/Combat_Patrol.html and the Sally 4th
Web site: http://wargamesbuildings.co.uk/Combat-Patrol

Demonstration and tutorial videos
that walk through selected portions of
the rules. These often answer player’s
questions about any mechanics that
might be unclear from the rulebook.
Platoon organization charts for
most major (and many minor)
belligerents.

Free downloads, like
templates, the vehicle
data charts, and unit
records cards.
Free rules supplements for different
historical periods and theaters. These
include (but are not limited to):
1939 Russo-Finnish Winter War
• The Falklands
• The Napoleonic Wars
• The Wild West
• The South Pacific in WWII

